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EXPONENTIAL DICHOTOMIES
FOR ALMOST PERIODIC EQUATIONS
KENNETH J. PALMER
Abstract.

It is shown that if an almost periodic equation has an exponential

dichotomy

1. Introduction.

on a sufficiently long finite interval, then it has one on (-oc, oo).

It is known (Coppel [2, p. 70]) that if an almost periodic equation

(1)

x = A(t)x

has an exponential dichotomy on an interval [a, oo), then it has one on (-oo, oo).
The main purpose of this paper is to show that if equation (1) has an exponential
dichotomy on some sufficiently long finite interval, then it has one on (-oo, oo).

2. The main result. Our main theorem is closely related to Theorem 1 in Palmer
[4]. However, because of the almost periodicity, the conclusions are stronger. For the
proof of the theorem, we need a lemma.
Lemma 1. Let A(t) be an n X n matrix function, defined and continuous on an
interval [a, b]. Write M = supa<,^1^4(01Let B(t) be another n X n matrix function, defined and continuous on [a, b] also, such that \B(t) —A(t)\ < 8 for a < t < b.
Then if X(t) is a fundamental matrix for equation (1) and Y(t) is one for the equation

(2)

y = B(t)y,

the inequality
\Y(t)Y'l(u)

- X(t)X~](u)

| < eM(h-a)tet(b-a)

_ l]

holds for a < t, u < b.
Proof.

First note that it follows from Gronwall's lemma (cf. Coppel [1, p. 19])

that
\X(t)X-i(u)\^e^'-^

for a < /, u < b.
Now W(t) = Y(t)Y~l(u)
equation

- X(t)X~l(u)

is the solution

W = A(t)W + [B(t) - A(t)][w(t)

of the inhomogeneous

+ X(t)X~1(u)]
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such that W(u) = 0 and so by the variation of constants formula,

W(t)=

f X(t)X-l(o)[B(a)

- A(a)][W(a)

+ X(a)X-l(u)]do.

"'u

Hence if a ^ u «g t < b,
\W(t)\^

8 (' eM{'-a)[\W(o)\+

em°-u)]do

*u

= 8(t - u)eM{'-u) + S f eM('-°)\W(o)\do.
Ju

Set v(t) = e'M,\W{t)[ Then for a ^ u < t < b,
v(t)^8(t

- u)e-Mu + SÍ' v(a)da.
•'u

Then Gronwall's lemma implies that
v(t) < 8(t - u)e~Mu + 82e~Muf

Integrating

by parts, we get ;;(/) < e-Mu(e*(t-u)
\Y(t)Y-l(u)-

(a - u)eS{'-a)da.

— ij. Hence for a < a < t < b,

A(r)A-1(«)|<ewt'-"l(eS|I-"l-l}.

A similar inequality can be proved when a < t < a ^ b and so when a ^ t, u ^ b

\Y(t)Y-\u)

- X(t)X-\u)

| < eM(*-«){e«(*-«) - l}.

This completes the proof of the lemma.
Now we introduce some notation and define what is meant by an exponential
dichotomy. Let A(t) be an n X n matrix function, defined and continuous on an
interval J. Here, and in the sequel, we denote by X(t) a fundamental matrix for
equation (1). Equation (1) is said to have an exponential dichotomy on J with
constants K > 1, a > 0, and projection P if
\X(t)PX~l(u)\^

\X(t')(I

The function

Ke-a('-u)

- P)X~1(u)\^

P(t) = X(t)PX~l(t)

Ke-a^-,)

(u < t\t,u

(u>

e;),

t\t,u<Ej).

is called the projection matrix function associated

with the dichotomy.
If 8 is a positive number, a real number t is said to be a 8-translation number for

A(t)if
\A(t + t) - A(t)\<

8

for all real t. If for every 8 > 0 the set of «"-translation numbers is relatively dense
on the real line, A(t) is said to be almost periodic.

Theorem

1. Let A(t) be an n X n matrix function, defined and almost periodic on

(-oo, oo), such that equation (1) has an exponential dichotomy on an interval [a, a + T]
with constants K, a.
Let 8 be the largest positive number such that eMh(eSh — 1) < 1, where M =

sup|/4(/)|

and h = a_1(sinh_14 + logTv ). Then if T > 0 is so large that T > Ah and

every interval of length 7/2 contains a 8-translation number for A(t), equation (1) has
an exponential dichotomy on (-oo, oo) with constants L and ß = A"1 log3, where L

depends only on M, K, and a.
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Proof. Let s be a given real number. Then the interval [s — \T — a, s — \T — a]
contains a 5-translation number t for A(t). So for all ;

(3)

\A(t) - A(t - r)\ < 8.

Now since [s — t — \T, s — r + \T] c [a, a + T], the equation

(4)

y = A(t-r)y

has an exponential dichotomy on [s — \T,s

+ \T] with constants K,a. Then since

T > 4/i and
K~leah - Ke-ah = 2sinh(a/i

- logTC) = 8,

it follows from Coppel [2, p. 14] that if y(t) is any solution of equation (4),

\y(s)\ a {-sup{\ y(t)\:\t

- s\ « h).

Now let x(t) be any solution of equation (1) and let y(t) be the solution of
equation (4) with y(s) = x(s). It follows from (3), Lemma 1, and the definition of 8

that for \t —s\ < h,
\y(t)-x(t)\

=\[X(t

- t)X-1(s

- t) - X(t)X-1(s)]x(s)\

<\x(s)\.

So
\x(s)\

*=\y(s)\ < {-sup{\y(t)\:\t

-s\

< h)

< i sup{|x(r) I +1^(0 -*(i)|:|/< isup{|x(/)|:|r-i|

s | </i}

< h) + \\x(s)\.

Hence for all solutions x(t) of equation (1) and all real s,

\x(s) | < j sup{|x(r)

|: |i - í | < h).

Also, from Gronwall's lemma, |x(?)| < e"1'_i||x(i)|
for all /, s.
Then it follows from Proposition 1 in Coppel [2, p. 14] and its proof that if x(t) is
a solution of (1) bounded on [0, oo)

(5)

|x(/)|

<JVe-«'-">|x(«)|

(t>u)

and if x(?) is a solution bounded on (-oo,0]

(6)

\x(t)\^Ne-ßiu-')\x(u)\

(t<u),

where N = e3Mh and ß = /i"1 log3. Also it follows from the same proposition that
equation (1) has an exponential dichotomy on the interval [0, oo).
But then Proposition 3 in Coppel [2, p. 70] implies that equation (1) has an
exponential dichotomy on (-co, oo) and inequalities (5) and (6), together with the
discussion in Coppel [2, p. 11], imply that the constants in the dichotomy can be
taken to be L, ß where L depends only on M, N, ß and hence only on M, K, and a.
Remark. Even in the periodic case this theorem is not trivial. If A(t) is
277-periodic we would take T = 2ktr and suppose that equation (1) has an exponential dichotomy on [a, a + 2ktr] with constants K, a and projection matrix function
P(t). The natural way to proceed would be to show that none of the characteristic
multipliers lie on the unit circle.
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We choose / as the least positive integer for which X = Ke 2"'a < 1. Then if k > /
the matrix M = X(a + 2ltr)X~l(a) has the properties that

(7)

\MP\^X,

\M-1(I-Q)\^X,

where P = P(a), Q = P(a + 2l-n). Note also that

(8)

MP = QM.

Now if Q = P, we could conclude immediately that the eigenvalues of M had
modulus either less than or equal to X or greater than or equal to À"1 and we would

be finished.
However, in general, Q + P. We note that equation (1) also has an exponential
dichotomy on the interval [a — 2tr,a + 2(k — 1)77] with constants K, a and projection matrix function P(t + 2-ir) and we may apply Lemma 2 in the following section
to deduce that \P(t + 2ir) - P(t)\ is small when k is large. From this it follows that
Q is near P and then (7) together with some work imply that the eigenvalues of M
do not lie on the unit circle.
One sees from this rough sketch of it that this proof is hardly any simpler than the
one used for the general almost periodic case.
3. A refinement of the main result. In this section we prove a refinement of
Theorem 1 in which we show that the constants in the dichotomy for equation (1)
can be taken close to K, a provided T is sufficiently large and also that the
respective projection matrix functions are close to each other. For this, we need a
lemma from Palmer [4]. For the reader's convenience, this is quoted here.
Lemma 2. Let A(t) and B(t) be continuous n X n matrix functions defined on an
interval [a, a + 2T] such that

\Y(t)Y~l(u)

-X(t)X~l(*)\

< 8

for a < /, u < a + 2T, where X(t) and Y(t) denote fundamental matrices for
equations (1) and (2) respectively. Suppose also that equations (1) and (2) have
exponential dichotomies on [a, a + 2T] with constants K, a and L, ß respectively and
let P(t), Q(t) be the corresponding projection matrix functions.

Let E > 0 be given with e < 1/3. Then ifT>0
\K~2eeaeT

- Ke-acT-

and 8 > 0 satisfy

Le-ß*T > 8,

8 < \ee-2aT,

Q(t) and P(t) have the same rank, the inequality \Q(t) — P(t)\ < e holds for
a + eT^t^a
+ (2 — e)T, and the constants in the dichotomy for (2) on the interval
[a + eT, a + (2 — e)T] can be taken as K2(l + 4e), a.

With the help of this lemma, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let A(t) be an n X n matrix function, defined and almost periodic on
(-00, 00), such that equation (1) has an exponential dichotomy on an interval [a, a + T]
with constants K, a and projection matrix function P(t).
Let e > 0 be given. Then if T is sufficiently large, depending on e and the function
A(t), (1) has an exponential dichotomy on (-00, co) with constants K4(\ + 5e), a — e
and the corresponding projection matrix function Q(t) has the same rank as P(t) and
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also the property that if J is any interval of length (1 — e)T, there exists r such that
when t e J, t + r G [a, a + T] and

(9)

\Q(t)-P(t

+ r)\<E.

Proof. We assume without loss of generality that e < 2/3 and then choose T0 as
the least positive number satisfying
T0 > 2cT1(sinlT14 + logTC),
^K-2eeaeT"/2

T0 > e~l(2 - e)^log7v"2(l

- Ke-acT"/2

-

Le'ß'Tü/2

+ 2e),

> 1,

where L, ß are the constants in Theorem 1. Then we choose 8 as the largest positive
number for which 8X = e2MT°(e2ST" - l)(M = sup | A(t)\) satisfies
8X < 1,

8X < Ue-2aT".

Then we suppose T ^ 2(1 — ^e)'1^ and that T is so large that every interval of
length j er contains a ô-translation number for A(t).
First we see that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisfied and so equation (1) has
an exponential dichotomy on (-oo, oo) with constants L, ß.
Now let s be an arbitrary real number and let r e [a — s — {-eT,a — s + 4eT] be
a ô-translation number for A(t). Then for all t

\A(t + s) - A(t + s + t)| < 8.
Also if \eT ^ t < (1 - \e)T, we see that a^t
tion

+ s + T^a+T.

Hence the equa-

x = A(t + s + t)x
has an exponential dichotomy on the interval [4e7",(1 — 4e)T] with constants
and projection matrix function P(t + s + t). Also we know that the equation

(10)

K, a

x = ^(/ + i)x

has an exponential dichotomy on (-00,00) with constants L, ß and projection
matrix function Q(t + s). Moreover it follows from Lemma 1 and the definition of
8X that

\X(t + s)X-\u
when t, we/,

[ier,(l

+ s) - X(t + s + r)X~l(u

+ s + t)|

< S,

where / = [c, c + 2T0] is any interval of length 2T0 contained in

- \e)T].

Then by Lemma 2 with A(t + s + t) as ^4(0. A(t + s) as B(t), and with \e
instead of e, we deduce that Q(t) and P(t) have the same rank, that

\Q(t + s) - P(t + s + r)\ < \_e
for c + 2~eT()< t < c + (2 - \e)T0, and that the constants in the dichotomy
equation (10) on J can be taken as K 2(1 + 2e), a.
From the arbitrariness of /, it follows that inequality (9) holds for

of

s + {-e(2T0+ T) < / < s + T - \e(2T0 + T).
Since T > 2T0 and s is also arbitrary, we already have the required conclusion for

Q(t).
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Now by taking J = [\eT, \eT + 2T0], we see that for any real s the constants in
the dichotomy for equation (1) on [s + ^eT + jeT0, s + \eT + (2 — 2E)T0] can be
taken as 7C2(1 + 2e), a. Hence, since s is arbitrary, these can be taken as the
constants on any interval of length (2 — e)ro. Then by a standard argument (as, for
example in the proof of Theorem 2 in Palmer [4]), we can show that on (-oo, oo) the
constants can be taken as {7Ç"2(1+ 2e)}2, a - [(2 - e)T0]"1log7v2(l + 2e) and
hence as 7C4(1 + 5e), a - e. Thus the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

4. Another remark about almost periodic equations. It is well known that if
A(t) = A, equation (1) has an exponential dichotomy on (-oo, oo) if and only if the
eigenvalues of A have nonzero real parts. To show that this does not generalize to
the almost-periodic
case, one can construct counterexamples
as follows (the
Markus-Yamabe example [3, p. 310] is a special case of this): We take two constant
matrices L and C with the properties that eu is bounded for all t, the eigenvalues
of C have nonzero real parts but C - L has at least one purely imaginary
eigenvalue. Then if we define A(t) = eL'Ce~Lt, A(t) has constant eigenvalues with
nonzero real parts but the kinematic similarity x = eL'y takes equation (1) into the
equation

y = (C-L)y,
which does not have an exponential dichotomy. So equation (1) cannot have an
exponential dichotomy.
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